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ArctiqDC - Arctic Datacenters project aims to strengthen the regional data centre 
industry's products, services, solutions and offerings to customers (parties) outside 
the region, nationally or internationally. This should be done by demonstrating and 
proving that; Investing and operating data centres in Arctic regions have low and 
among the lowest investment and operating costs in the world in terms of cooling and 

power distribution
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1 Power grid in Sweden 
There are essentially two categories of power grids, transmission and distribution grids. The power grid in 
Sweden is divided into three different categories, the national grid (transmission grid), regional grid and 
local grids (distribution grid). A good comparison for the national grid is a motorway system where large 
amount of electricity can be transferred over long distances with small losses. The regional grids can be 
compared to trunk roads where power is distributed to cities and large consumers. The last part of the grid 
is the local grid which distributes power to most users (1).  

The national grid in Sweden are the parts of the grid that operates in the range of 220 to 400 kV. The 
national grid is managed by the public enterprise and authority Svenska Kraftnät(SvK) which is responsible 
for the entire Swedish electricity system. The regional grids are owned and operated mainly by three 
companies: Vattenfall Eldistribution, Ellevio and E.on Elnät Sverige. The voltage level varies between 20 and 
130 kV and connect the local grids to the national grid, generation plants and large electricity-intensive-
industries. The local grids are owned and operated to a large part of companies with municipal ownership, 
in total there are 170 power grid companies where 129 are municipal companies (1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustrative picture of how the Swedish power grid and market is designed.  

From Svenska Kraftnät (2). 
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2 Grid stability 
The power quality in the grid are defined by disturbances and interruptions, the most common 
disturbances are voltage drops, transients and flickers. These are caused by changes of load on the grid that 
the system does not react quick enough on, a common one is that something that requires a lot of current 
to start is turned on unexpectedly. Commissioning of large machines needs to be communicated to the 
provider so there is enough power supplied to the grid when it is turned on.  

The overall responsibility for the balance between production and consumption on the Swedish grid is on 
SvK. The responsibility for planning this balance have been delegated to companies that ensure that 
balance is maintained within their respective areas. Ensuring that enough electricity is produced to match 
the amount consumed in the country is the responsibility of the electricity suppliers. Under the current 
Electricity Act, an electricity supplier is responsible for supplying as much electricity as its customers 
consume hour by hour. The electricity producers may take on this responsibility themselves or transfer it to 
another company. If the company that is responsible for the balance fail with their mission and their 
resources are not enough to keep the balance SvK will step in with power reserves (1) (2). 

The stability in the Swedish power grid is very high compared internationally, 99.98 percent of the 
electricity requested by all customers in the grid where supplied. Almost all unplanned disturbances in the 
grid is caused by faults or damages to the grid. On the countryside the supply is usually disturbed by storms 
that make trees falling over overhead lines. In cities underground lines can be damaged due to digging or 
material defects. Due to the redundancy in the grid as few as possible are affected by outages, and the 
larger the line is the more reliable statistics have shown. About 80% of the outages on the grid are due to 
faults on the local grid, meaning that reliability on the regional national grid is higher than the 99.98 
percent value (3). Lines with voltages above 25 kV needs by law to be secured from damages that can occur 
if a tree would fall over the lines resulting in high levels of weatherproofing (4). 

SvK may as a last resort to keep balance on the grid disconnect customers from the grid. Such an 
unannounced and involuntary disconnection would infringe on delivery reliability. SvK has up to now never 
needed to order the disconnection of customers (2).  
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3 Grid balance 
The current power system in Sweden is based around hydro- and nuclear power which both supply around 
40% of the total electric power demand. The remaining 20% is split between wind power, bioenergy (CHP) 
and solar energy. Wind power and bioenergy both generate about 10% each and solar with an almost 
insignificant amount currently. The power distribution in Sweden for hydro- and nuclear power is 
separated. The hydro power is in the north, SE1 and SE2, while the nuclear power is in the south in the 
region SE3, see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Illustration of the power distribution in Sweden, hydro- and nuclear are dominant. The hydropower is 
in the north and nuclear is in the south. From IVA (1). 

These different sources are usually categorized in to three different main categories, base load, regulation 
and intermittent power sources. Base load power sources are those power sources who can control supply 
based on supply but have a relative constant production over time. Regulatory power sources are power 
sources that can be used to balance variations between supply and demand, this is typically a power source 
with a rapid activation time. Intermittent power sources are those where the production can vary a lot 
depending on the conditions at the time. 

In Sweden nuclear power is the base load, hydro power is the regulation while wind- and solar power is the 
intermittent sources.  

Overall, the power consumption per capita is high in Sweden, this is mainly due to large energy intensive 
industries and the cold climate. The production and consumption of power is also unevenly distributed in 
Sweden, most of the power is consumed in the south parts and the most is produced in the northern parts 
(5). The surplus power in the north needs to be transferred long distances to reach the consumers which 
might cause large losses (4). Sweden has been divided into four different regions called SE1-4, these areas 
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are made based on where the bottlenecks are in the national grid. The bottlenecks between these different 
regions make it so that the price varies depending on the location of the consumer. This has in general 
made it so that electricity has been more expensive in the south compared to the north.  The four regions 
are synchronous connected to other Nordic countries grids which means that the entire system has the 
same frequency (6).  

The nuclear power is being shut off in Sweden, this might, depending on what energy sources are used, 
change where the energy is generated in Sweden. This may also make it so that the power balance 
between south and north might increase even further. If wind and solar is expanded to a large degree, the 
balance act on the grid will become much harder to do since it is hard/impossible to predict how much 
power these will generate exactly (5).  
 
For the Swedish and the ones connected to it a stable frequency is required for a functional electric system. 
For this the concept of frequency stability is very important, this is the system’s ability to maintain a stable 
frequency. For the Nordic synchronous system an ideal frequency is 50 Hz, but it is allowed to vary between 
49.9 and 50.1 Hz.  The importance of keeping the frequency stable at 50 Hz is due to that electric 
components that are connected to the system might be damaged if big frequency fluctuations occurs. Since 
it is hard to keep production and consumption balanced over time there is a necessity to balance eventual 
unbalances that can occur. In Sweden, SvK are responsible to keep the balance on the grid during 
operation. If a deviation in the frequency occur, it is up to SvK to activate regulation reserves to restore the 
frequency. The regulation reserves are divided into three different levels, primary, secondary and tertiary 
regulation (2). 
  
Before operation the balance responsibility is on the responsible actors on the market, these can for 
example be the providers. Det balance responsible parties must disclose what production and consumption 
they expect to have during the coming day. If they fail to plan their balance and SvK must activate reserves 
to bring the frequency back in balance the actor who was responsible for the unbalance must pay what it 
cost to bring the frequency back. This cost is calculated after the operation in a balance settlement (7). 
 
There are in total six power reserves on the Swedish power market today that offer a way for SvK to 
balance the grid in need.  

 
- Frequency Containment Reserve - Normal (FCR-N) 
- Frequency Containment Reserve - Disturbance (FCR-D) 
- Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) 
- Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) 
- Power Reserve 
- Disturbance Reserve   
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4 Availability of renewable power 
The current power system in Sweden is based around hydro- and nuclear power which both supply around 
40% of the total electric power demand. The remaining 20% is split between wind power, bioenergy (CHP) 
and solar energy. Wind power and bioenergy both generate about 10% each and solar with an almost 
insignificant amount currently. In Figure 3 a breakdown of the Swedish energy production is shown.  

 

Figure 3 Amount of energy produced by the different electric power sources used in Sweden. From IVA (5). 

 

Renewables on the Swedish power grid is hydropower, windpower, bioenergy and solar energy, which 
accounts for 59% of the total production. The goal is to have a 100% renewable electricity on the grid 2040. 
This does not however include the imported power that is transferred over the connections Sweden have 
to other countries power grids, more information of this can be found in (8). 

In Table 1 the installed capacity of each power source is listed for each region in Sweden. As can be seen, 
hydro power is mainly installed in region SE1 and SE2 while all nuclear is installed in SE3. Here the 
difference between nuclear and hydro on the Swedish power grid can be observed, even though there is 
almost double the capacity of hydro compared to nuclear they produce the same amount of energy over 
the year. Wind power is quite evenly spread over the country, most in SE2 and SE3 and the least in SE4 and 
SE1. CHP is by far biggest in SE3. Due to the lack of regulatory power in the south gas turbines have been 
installed to provide grid stability, 1578 MW is the total capacity. There are almost no solar panels installed 
in SE1 and SE2, the large part is in SE3 and SE4. 
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Table 1 The installed power of each power source in Sweden in MW. From Svenska Kraftnät (8). 

 

In Table 2 the total capacity and the change in capacity between the first of January 2018 and 2019. Wind 
power is the one which has expanded the most with 715 MW installed, solar power increased with 181 MW 
which is a large increase from previously. Expansion of wind and solar power accounted for 86% of the 
change in capacity during 2018.  

Table 2 Total capacity of different power sources in Sweden with the amount installed during 2018. From 
Svenska Kraftnät (8). 

 

To conclude, the Swedish power grid is moving against more renewables. Most of the hydropower is in the 
north and the nuclear is in the south. Wind power is spread out over the nation and solar is mostly installed 
in the south. 
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5 Future energy sources and system in 
Sweden 
The nuclear power in Sweden is being decommissioned and reactors are closing the following years. Since 
nuclear power accounts for about 40%, or 60 TWh, of the total energy produced in Sweden it leaves a large 
gap in the production side of our power supply. Since Sweden wants to have a sustainable and renewable 
energy sources there is limited amount of options to choose from. Kungliga Ingenjörsvetenskapsakademien 
(IVA) has made a series of reports about the future Swedish power system and proposed 4 ways that the 
Swedish grid can take: 

- More solar and wind 
- More bioenergy 
- New nuclear power 
- More hydro power 

 

5.1 More solar and wind 
There is a large potential for both wind and solar to expand in the current Swedish system. The potential 
according to IVA is 160 TWh wind power, which is based on if all the wind power projects in the pipeline is 
realized. On top off this there is additional potential for offshore wind power. The estimate for solar power 
is 50 TWh if all roofs are fitted with panels, the potential is higher if fields are considered as well. 

The problem with these large amount for wind and solar power in the power system is intermittency. There 
will be a large surplus during certain times and a large deficit at other times. There are however 
complementary features of wind and solar, statistics shows that the potential for wind power is highest 
during winter. To get a system with this much intermittent sources working in a satisfactory way 
import/export to other countries would need to increase. Increased capacity in moving power in Sweden 
would also need to improve, energy storage and gas turbines with flexible production would be needed to 
stabilize the system.  

IVA projects that the amount of wind will largely be increased in the northern Sweden due to the 
availability of land. This can also be seen in the Wind power statistics report for 2018 from SEA. This shows 
that there are 1409 accepted applications for SE1 and SE2, compared to 949 in SE3 and SE4. In a five-year 
period Norrbotten county will probably be the county in Sweden with most installed capacity (9). 
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(a) Current installations 

 

 

(b) Planned installations 

Figure 5 Illustration of how the current wind power is installed in Sweden and where the accepted 
applications of future plants are located. Pictures from SEA (9). 

 

5.2  More bioenergy 
A large portion of Sweden is forest, which makes one of the alternatives to utilize this for our energy 
system. In our current power system 14 TWh comes from bioenergy, all of this comes from CHP plants 
which burn biofuel primarily for DH systems. IVA estimates that the current system needs to be expanded 
to 40-60 TWh, which correlates to about 60-90 TWh extracted from the forest. In the current system the 
electricity production is estimated to be able to increase to 23 TWh with current plants and available 
technology.  

A total of 128 TWh of biofuels are used in Sweden each year, 14 TWh for electricity, 37 TWh for heat 
production in DH and 55 TWh in industry. The rest is used in small scale in the form of wood or pellets (5). 

In the short-term extraction the forest could increase with 35-45 TWh, within 30-50 years it could be 55-70 
TWh. The forest does have a net growth which means that wood extraction could be increased, this could 
in turn generate additional residual products that could be used as biofuels. The potential is estimated at 
an addition 50 TWh a year (10). Biogas is a growing industry, potential of 22 TWh 2030 and 70 TWh 2050, 
where 80% of the biomass could come from forest residues. When vehicle fleets are electrified the biogas 
could instead be used for electricity.  

This alternative keeps the hydro power at today’s level, while wind- and solar power is expanded. This has 
the potential to make Sweden self-sufficient in energy and power. This system is mainly based on domestic 
fuel and production being close to consumption which reduces the transmission capacity needs. The idea is 
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that production plants will mainly be located where CHP already exist today there will be no need of a large 
expansion of the current energy infrastructure. 

There is a need to increase the energy production from biofuel-based CHP, electricity needs to be 
independent of the heat source. This is done by installation of extra cooling equipment and/or large heat 
accumulators. 

With an increased utilization of bioenergy there will be competition of biomass which may cause problems 
for other industries.  

 

5.3 New nuclear power 
This is based on building new nuclear power plants, primarily to replace the ones that exist today. The six 
reactors that remain when the four oldest ones are closed, have a planned operating time of 60 years and 
will shut down 2040-2045. It is estimated that they will produce 50 TWh/year until then. In 2050 they will 
have been replaced by new reactors that produce 30-70 TWh of electricity, this however depends on how 
the electricity demand develops. 

A system with new nuclear would have strong similarities with the current power system. If this alternative 
is going to be used it is important for Sweden to monitor and be committed to research and development 
for new types of reactors.  If the remaining six reactors were to be replaced by new ones these would need 
to be completed no later than in the late 2030s or beginning of the 2040s, which means decisions need to 
be made in the 2020s.  

These will probably be in the form of generation 3+ light water reactors. They operate like todays reactors, 
but safety is improved due to systematic work where experience from today’s reactors has been 
considered early. Generation 4 reactors which use different fuel cycles than today’s light water reactors are 
being built and will be built in the future but are not expected to be available for commercial large-scale 
power generation until 2040. 

There is also still the problem of what to do with the nuclear waste. 

 

5.4 More hydropower 
The expansion of hydropower is restricted, the current production of 65 TWh can be improved with 2-4 
TWh through renewal and efficiency improvements. There is however a possibility to expand further with 
about 30 TWh, this potential is however locked away due to political decisions to protect the four national 
rivers and many other watercourses. Of these 30 TWh only 6 TWh is available for expansion. The seasonal 
storage in Sweden is 33.7 TWh. 

So, the hydropower in Sweden could be increased with about 30 TWh, but realistically much less. This 
leaves a big gap with the removal of nuclear power. Thereby bioenergy, solar- and wind power needs to 
expand to a large degree as well. 

The increase of renewables in the power system increases the intermittency on the grid and requires an 
exchange with neighboring countries. Periodically there will be a large production surplus that can be 
exported, but during dry years energy will need to be imported. This alternative will involve increasing the 
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production in northern Sweden, thereby the transmission capacity between northern and southern parts of 
the country will need to be further expanded. 

 

5.5 Prices for different power sources 
Collection of the prices for different power sources based on data from Elforsk (11) and price fall 
calculations from IVA according to data from World Energy Outlook (WEO) (12).  

Table 3 Prices for different power sources...maybe not keep?? 

 SEK/MWh Source 
Hydropower 460 Elforsk 

Wind power 350 
Elforsk with price fall by 
WEO 

Solar power 770 
Elforsk with price fall by 
WEO 

Nuclear power 540 Elforsk 
BIO-CHP 570 Elforsk and revised by IVA 
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6 Future power grid 
Depending on what route Sweden decides to go with its power system it also decides how the power grid 
will look, since different power system solutions require different kinds of grid to distribute the power. IVA 
has in a follow up report to Sweden’s future electric production made Sweden’s future electrical grid which 
starts off from the four different alternatives in the previous report and discusses what improvements are 
needed on the grid in the different scenarios. 

 

6.1 More solar and wind 
This alternative would increase the installed capacity in all the four electric areas, which would present a 
serious challenge for the entire system as the available power in certain cases could be five times greater 
than the demand. An overall expansion of the electrical grid is needed because it is the capacity that 
determines the dimensions of the grid. The maximum amount of power drawn from the grid will 
increasingly be determined by variable energy production rather than by the maximum power demand 
from users.  

Solar power will mainly affect the local grids since the production is usually close to the consumers. 
Significant upgrade of some low voltage grids may be needed to maintain the right voltage level in local 
grids.  

Wind power will affect all three categories of the grid. Some wind installations might be installed on the 
local grid depending on the size and the grid will thereby need an upgrade. Most will however be 
connected to regional grid, which will require a significant expansion. Expansion and upgrading of the 
regional grid will be required in order to connect the new wind power.  

The national grid will need to be reinforced to handle the loss of nuclear power in SE3 and massive 
expansion of wind in SE2. Much power will need to be transferred from the northern regions to the south 
which requires both expansion and reinforcement.  

- Large changes to local, regional and national grid 
- Change of where the energy is produced; SE1 and SE2 increase, SE3 and SE4 decrease 

 

6.2 More bioenergy 
The proposition of this alternative is that bioenergy plants will be located where CHP plants exist today, or 
in heat systems located in population centers. The energy produced will be increased in SE1, SE2 and SE4 
while decreased in SE3 due to the decommission of nuclear power plants. Due to the shift in power delivery 
in SE3 the grid would need to be rebuilt to handle decentralized production. 

This alternative proposes an expansion of solar which will demand an improved local grid.  

Wind power expansion will be installed on either local or regional grid depending on installation size, both 
local and regional grid would need reinforcement and expansion. 

Bioenergy expansion, especially in SE3, would require large changes in the regional grid.  
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The national grid will need to be reinforced due to the expansion of wind in SE2 and decommission of 
nuclear in SE3. This change would require a large reinforcement and considerable expansion of the national 
grid between these areas. 

- More decentralized production 
- Large changes in SE3 grid 
- Much lower production in SE3 
- More production in North 

 

6.3 New nuclear power 
This alternative is based around building new reactors close to the old ones to replace them. This 
alternative has a similar power system to how it looks today and thereby the least changes are needed. 

Some new solar energy would make some local grids to require improvements. Otherwise no large changes 
would be needed to the current grid. 

- Installed on current infrastructure 
- Least change needed in the grid of all alternatives 

 

6.4 More hydropower 
This alternative proposes that hydropower is expanded to the maximum, both in the currently used rivers 
and into the protected national rivers. There is also a need for more bioenergy, solar- and wind power. The 
increase of hydro and wind will mainly be done in SE1 and SE2, which makes the transmission to SE3 and 
SE4 needed. The national grid needs to be improved to handle the additional load in the south when 
nuclear is decommissioned.  

This alternative would require changes in the local grid due to the expansion of solar and wind. Regional 
grid would also need changes to handle the increase of wind power and bioenergy, wind will cause biggest 
change in SE2 and bioenergy in SE3. The expansion of hydropower will also to some extent require 
improvements of the regional grid in SE1 and SE2. 

The national grid would require a large change in the grid due to the expansion of hydro and wind in SE1 
and SE2 in combination of the loss of nuclear in SE3. The need to transfer energy from northern Sweden to 
the southern parts requires expansion and reinforcement. 

- Energy production highest in the northern parts of Sweden 
- National grid would need large reinforcement 
- Regional and local grid would need improvements 
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7 Possible connection points for data 
centers 
Data centers or other energy intensive industries need, as the name suggests, a large amount of power to 
operate. This information about where power is available and how much can be extracted at certain points 
is known by the grid owner, or DSO. As for other industries in Sweden, the connection is made on the local 
or regional grid, depending on the power requirement for the operation. There is an organization called 
NodePole which works as an aggregator for future data center establishments. The problem they have is 
that they cannot get information about how much power is available on a plot. The one who owns the land 
must send in an application to the DSO the get the information. In practice this makes it so that it can be 
known that there is power in the north, but it is impossible to say exactly where because it is unknown how 
much is available on a certain line. 

NodePole is working together with Swedish DSOs in an attempt to change this system. What they would 
want is that the DSOs instead show where power is available, instead of the system when interested parties 
must ask for each plot. This is in the early stage, but it shows an apparent problem that makes it impossible 
to pinpoint exact locations where a datacenter establishment might be possible. There are also no publicly 
available maps for regional grid maps. The same appears to be the case for maps for the local grid. The 
national grid is available from SvK, but no connections of consumers are made to that part of the grid. It is 
thereby not possible to show possible locations for future datacenter establishments. 

However, based on the current grid and predictions of the future, we can show that there is good 
possibilities and reasons to establish datacenters up in the north. The load on the grid in the south is 
getting higher. Due to investments that has not been made, the grid is in dire need of improvements to 
handle more load. This has resulted in that industries that wants to increase their consumption are turned 
down since the grid can’t take the extra load (13).  

Based on the predictions made by IVA (1), in the future more power will most likely be produced in the 
north if nuclear power is completely decommissioned. This requires large infrastructure changes to make 
power available in the south. This is already in the works by SvK with the NordSyd project which plans to be 
finished 2040. 

What can be concluded from this is that there is power in Sweden, but the balance is uneven, and much 
power is transported from the north down south. The nuclear power is being decommissioned and leaving 
a large gap. In predictions of how to make up for this loss of production, all but one show that the balance 
of production will shift to even more in the north then south. The only case this won’t happen is if new 
nuclear power is built where the current plants are. Wind power is predicted to be mainly built in the 
northern parts. This creates a case where the power will be easily available in the north if not the 
infrastructure is fixed in the south, quickly. Since Sweden is divided into price regions this will most likely 
cause a higher price for southern regions.  
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